
Enterprise Application Development: Process,
Types, Benefits and Cost

Enterprise application development is becoming critical for companies to drive efficiency,
streamline processes, and engage employees in the digital age. According to recent
surveys, over 35% of companies are promoting business apps internally to connect with
stakeholders.
As enterprises enter the age of the connected customer, apps provide tremendous value
through real-time data streams that enhance experiences. But for enterprise IT charged
with building these apps, a new approach is required to meet modern demands.



During enterprise app development, teams must balance a huge number of requirements
and goals while managing expectations from multiple stakeholders. That’s why over 58%
of enterprise apps fail due to poor planning and coordination.
To drive successful outcomes, enterprises must follow an actionable development process
that brings maximum value to users and the business. With the right process powered by
modern development practices, enterprises can build apps that forge lasting connections
across customers, employees, and partners to enable data-driven decisions and power
future growth.

What Is Enterprise Application Development?

Enterprise Application Development is the process of creating software applications
specifically designed to meet the complex needs of large organizations. These
applications are tailored to address various business functions, such as customer
relationship management (CRM), enterprise resource planning (ERP), and supply chain
management (SCM), among others. In today’s competitive business landscape, enterprise
applications play a vital role in driving efficiency, enhancing decision-making, and fostering
collaboration.

The importance of enterprise application development cannot be overstated.
Organizations need powerful and scalable software solutions to manage their operations,
streamline processes, and stay ahead in the market. Moreover, advancements in
technology continue to shape the landscape of enterprise application development, with
emerging trends such as cloud computing, artificial intelligence (AI), and mobile
accessibility revolutionizing the way businesses operate.
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